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Comments by Paul Craig Roberts

I  would add several  more.  For  example,  the independence of  doctors  requires  private
practice.  Private  practice  is  being  destroyed  systematically  by  medical  insurance,
malpractice insurance, Medicare, Big Pharma, and the US Congress which panders to Big
Pharma  for  campaign  contributions.  Medical  doctors  are  being  forced  into  becoming
employees for HMOs where they have to follow their employer’s protocols or be fired. This
means  that  they  must  abandon  the  Hippocratric  Oath  and  follow  the  profit-enhancing
practices  of  their  employer  HMOs.  Big  Pharma  provides  software  for  diagnosis  and
treatment,  and  doctors  have  to  prescribe  according  to  what  Medicare  and  insurance
companies will pay a percentage of the billing amount. Even doctors in private practice find
that what they can prescribe and what operations they can perform is limited to insurance
and medicare decisions.

During the orchestrated “Covid pandemic,” the entire propaganda operation was geared
toward maximizing Big Pharma’s profits from the Covid “vaccine” and to cancelling people’s
control  over  their  own  health  care  by  imposing  “vaccine”  mandates.  This  was  the  first
exercise in the imposition of mass tyranny in the Western World. Individual countries had
experienced tyranny, but never before the entire Western world simultaneously.
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In  order  to  maximize  Big  Pharma’s  profits  and  impose  mass  tyranny,  it  was  necessary  to
prohibit  two  safe,  effective,  known  preventatives  and  cures  for  Covid–hydroxychloroquine
and Ivermectin. Doctors who successfully used these cures and preventatives to protect
their patients were subject to persecution by medical authorities and governing boards.
Some were fired from their HMO jobs and university medical schools, some were stripped of
their  licenses, some were prosecuted. In order to mass inject people with an untested
“vaccine” under an emergency use order the requirement was that there were no cures. So,
the fact  that  there were cures had to  be suppressed.  The utterly  corrupt  US medical
establishment, the whore media and the Western governments suppressed the cures and
ridiculed them as “horse medicine.”

If the Western peoples were not so insouciant, so gullible, so trusting of “authorities,” so
utterly  stupid  and  incapable  of  thinking  for  themselves,  there  would  have  been  no
orchestrated “Covid  pandemic”  and no mass  vaccination,  which  is  against  all  medical
protocols  in  the  face  of  a  pandemic.  According to  all  available  scientific  evidence to  date,
the “Covid vaccine” has killed and destroyed the health of more people than the Covid virus.
The corrupt “authorities” have done their best to cover this up, but as I have reported the
coverup has failed. Still nothing is being done about it.

Nothing can be done as long as Congress is dependent on campaign contributions from
corporations. “Our” representatives are really representatives of those interest groups that
fund election campaigns. Congress reports to them, not to us. The idiot US Supreme Court
actually ruled that corporations had a legitimate Constitutional right to purchase the US
government.

This ruling converted a government that represented the people into one that represented
the political campaign contributors.

Another addition I would make is the destruction of manners. Try to find today any sign of
the manners I grew up with or the civilization that existed. Men were taught to respect
women, and women in those days were safer than they are in our feminist times. Even when
I was in my 20s, when a woman entered the room, the men stood up. Car and restaurant
doors were opened for women. Women were helped into their seat at the table. Only when
women were seated did men sit down. Men were trained to be gentleman, and ladies to be
ladies. No gentleman ever used a four-letter word in a woman’s presence, and no woman
ever spoke one. Listen to the barbaric youth today. Even the terms ladies and gentlemen
have passed out or have been driven out of use. Feminists said that civility was the way
men patronized women and demanded an end to civility.

Elegance in dress and demeanor has left us. When is the last time you saw a well dressed
man or woman on an air flight even in first class, in an airport, shopping mall, restaurant, on
the street? It has been years.

I remember a few years ago a first class flight from a New York meeting to Atlanta. My seat
mate  was  a  young  attractive  black  woman  bursting  out  of  her  cut  off  shorts  and  minimal
halter. She was happy and celebrating with her drinks. I asked her what her good news had
been. She said that she had just been signed by a Jewish firm as a recording artist and that
her future was made. I asked her about her music, and she played some for me from her cell
phone. Every other word was four-letter. What struck me was that she had no sense of
inappropriate language, much less shame, in presenting a litany of four-letter words to a
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person long outside her generation. For her, it was normality, what she knew. No reason for
me to be disturbed.

In  other  words,  she  simply  reflected  her  times.  That  told  me  that  my  civilized  time  had
passed,  and  that  we  were  headed  down,  not  up.

Today in the Disunited States we have a government in power that was not elected; instead
it used control over the blue cities in swing states and the whore American media to steal
the election. Massive amounts of evidence was provided by experts that the election was
stolen, but this was strongly denied by the whore media, and experts were prosecuted for
making the facts known.

Today America is governed by an illegitimate tyrannical regime, and nothing has been done
about it. The Republican Party is useless. Only Trump soldiers on with four orchestrated
criminal  indictments  and  a  number  of  civil  cases  arrayed  against  him.  The  media,
Democrats, and Rino Republicans are all against him. Only the people are for him, and the
people are powerless. They don’t even have the vote as the Democrats made clear by
stealing the last two elections. Those prosecuting Trump have no concern that they are
destroying America’s reputation and reducing the power of all future presidents, making
them even more subservient to the deep state.

America’s  only  representative–Donald  Trump–is  so  overloaded  with  criminal  and  civil
prosecutions that he has no time to campaign and even as a billionaire is overwhelmed with
the legal costs of defending himself from obvious nonsensical charges.

The legal profession, the law schools, the bar associations, the Congress, the courts, the
media stand aside as if they are not also endangered and as if the weaponization of law isn’t
a foundation of tyranny.

What we are witnessing most certainly is the transformation of American law into a weapon
for subjecting the American population and eliminating anyone who dares to protest or
challenge the tyrannical ruling establishment.

This is the reason that the United States of America is a totally dead and buried formerly
free nation. Americans have sat on their butts and allowed the destruction of civility, the
rule of law, the Constitution, and their nation.

*
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